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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an oven and to
a method for operating an oven wherein the cooking time
is shortened.
[0002] In ovens, the oven cavity has to reach a certain
temperature according to the type of food, so that the
foods placed in the oven cavity are cooked well. In the
period of time required for the oven cavity to reach the
ideal temperature, the heat distribution in the oven cavity
cannot be homogeneous depending on the location of
the heater.
[0003] Furthermore, the oven cavity has to be preheat-
ed for the foods that should rise and the food is placed
into the oven cavity that has reached the desired tem-
perature. However, the door of the oven is opened when
food is desired to be placed in the oven cavity that has
reached the desired temperature and the oven cavity los-
es heat by the mixing of the air from the exterior environ-
ment. The heat loss from the preheated oven cavity dur-
ing placing of the food results in presence of insufficient
heat for rising the food and hence not getting the desired
result. Furthermore, more energy is consumed since the
heated air mixes with the exterior environment.
[0004] In ovens having automatic cooking programs,
the foods have to be placed in the oven cavities that are
at room temperature. The humidity and weight sensors
detecting the type and amount of foods, included in the
ovens having automatic cooking feature, provide detec-
tion of for how long and at which temperature the foods
have to be cooked before the heater is operated. How-
ever, a long time period passes until the oven cavity,
starting to heat by the actuation of the heaters after the
cooking algorithm is determined, reaches the desired
temperature.
[0005] In the state of the art International Patent Doc-
ument No. WO2007054917, an oven is explained, which
provides the cooking of pastries like cakes that tend to
rise during the cooking, that controls the rising of the sur-
face of the cake by means of a sensor and provides to
crisp the upper surface of the pastry to be cooked at the
maximum rise level.
[0006] In the state of the art International Patent Doc-
ument No. WO2010076149, an oven is explained, com-
prising a casing, a cooking chamber which is located in-
side this casing and in which the trays containing the
foods to be cooked are placed, a heater which provides
the air in the oven cavity to be heated, at least one fan
which is located at the side where the rear wall of the
casing is located, and which moves the heated air, a fan
compartment wherein the heater and the fan are dis-
posed, a fan covering plate which separates the cooking
chamber and the fan compartment inside the casing, and
more than one opening located on the fan covering plate
and which provides the air activated by the fan to be
transmitted to the cooking chamber and wherein a ho-
mogenous cooking is provided by transmitting the air into
the cooking chamber through the openings in the desired

direction.
[0007] EP 2 048 442 A2, EP 1 712 845 A1 and EP 1
936 285 A1 disclose an oven comprising an oven cavity
wherein trays containing foods to be cooked are placed,
a door allowing access into the oven cavity and at least
one heater. In these ovens air can be introduced into the
oven cavity from a compartment where the air is heated.
However, the air in the compartment cannot be preheat-
ed to a desired value and after having reached this value
be introduced into the cooking chamber. GB 2 173 893
shows a microwave oven in which a wall is moved by
shape memory elements.
[0008] The aim of the present invention is the realiza-
tion of an oven wherein the cooking time is shortened
and heat loss is decreased.
[0009] The oven realized in order to attain the aim of
the present invention, explicated in the first claim and the
respective claims thereof, comprises a door separating
the oven cavity from the exterior environment, two side
walls, a heater, a fan that provides circulation of the air
heated by the heater and a compartment disposed inside
the oven cavity, having a separator between itself and
the oven cavity, heated when the separator is closed and
that transfers heat into the oven cavity when the sepa-
rator is opened, wherein the heater is disposed in the
compartment. By means of the compartment, defining a
space separate from the oven cavity, being heated inde-
pendently from the oven cavity, heat loss does not occur
when the door is opened for placing foods into the oven
cavity. Consequently, the cooking time is shortened and
energy consumption is minimized.
[0010] In the present invention, the oven comprises a
movement mechanism that provides the separator to be
closed and opened. The movement mechanism provides
the separator to remain closed before the cooking proc-
ess and thus the compartment is heated by the heater.
Afterwards, the separator opens by the movement mech-
anism being actuated and the air heated in the compart-
ment is provided to flow into the oven cavity.
[0011] Further, in the present invention, the separator
is pivotally mounted to the side wall of the oven. The
separator that is vertical to the side wall when in the
closed position separates the compartment from the ov-
en cavity. The separator is folded over the side wall in
the open position.
[0012] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
compartment is monitored by a control unit for providing
the compartment to reach a predetermined temperature.
The control unit provides the separator to remain closed
until reaching the compartment temperature prerecorded
in its memory by the producer or the user.
[0013] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
control unit provides the compartment temperature to be
above the cooking temperature by an amount predeter-
mined by the producer or the user so that the oven cavity
reaches the required cooking temperature. For perform-
ing this, the control unit detects the compartment tem-
perature and provides the heater to operate until reaching
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the determined temperature.
[0014] In an embodiment of the present invention,
placement of food to be cooked in the oven cavity is de-
tected by means of a sensor, another sensor detects
whether the door is closed, and afterwards the separator
is allowed to open.
[0015] In another embodiment of the present invention,
the separator is produced from shape memory material
that changes shape to shift to the open or closed position
when electricity or heat is applied thereon. The shape
memory material is in form of, for example, a plate that
expands or contracts when electricity is applied. Or the
shape memory material is in form of a plate that bends
or changes length when the compartment is heated. Con-
sequently, the separator changes shape as predeter-
mined by the producer and shifts to the open or closed
position by itself.
[0016] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
fan is situated inside the compartment. After the com-
partment reaches the determined temperature, the air
blown by the fan fills into the oven cavity quickly upon
opening of the separator. The hot air moved by the fan
disperses homogeneously inside the oven cavity.
[0017] In another embodiment of the present invention,
the user provides the separator to be opened/closed by
means of a button.
[0018] The foods that are intended to rise should start
cooking in an environment that has previously reached
a certain temperature. Therefore, the oven cavity has to
be heated before the cooking process begins. This proc-
ess is called preheating. By means of the present inven-
tion, the compartment is heated with the heater and the
food starts cooking at the desired temperature by the
heat dispersed into the oven cavity when the separator
is opened. Consequently, the preheating time is short-
ened. By means of some of the embodiments, the user
does not have problems with the cooking quality even if
the food is placed into the oven when it is cold. Heating
only the compartment, having a small volume, instead of
the whole oven provides time and energy advantage.
[0019] An oven realized in order to attain the aim of
the present invention is illustrated in the attached figures,
where:

Figure 1 - is the perspective view of an oven of the
present invention.
Figure 2 - is the sideways schematic view of the oven
in an embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 3 - is the front schematic view of the oven in
another embodiment of the present invention.

[0020] The elements illustrated in the figures are num-
bered as follows:

1. Oven
2. Oven cavity
3. Door
4. Heater

5. Compartment
6. Separator
7. Control unit
8. Movement mechanism

10. Fan
11. Side wall
12. Button

[0021] The oven (1) comprises an oven cavity (2)
wherein trays containing foods to be cooked are placed,
a door (3) allowing access into the oven cavity (2) and
at least one heater (4) (Figure 1).
[0022] The oven (1) of the present invention comprises
a compartment (5) having air communication with the
oven cavity (2) and at least one separator (6) that pre-
vents air flow between the oven cavity (2) and the com-
partment (5) when closed, allowing passage of air from
the compartment (5) into the oven cavity (2) when opened
(Figure 2).
[0023] The foods that have to rise should start cooking
in an environment with a certain temperature. Therefore,
the oven cavity (2) is not heated slowly when there is
food therein that is intended to rise. The food to be cooked
is placed into the oven cavity (2) and the door (3) is
closed. There is no air communication between the com-
partment (5) and the oven cavity (2) while the separator
(6) is closed and the compartment (5) is heated by op-
erating the heater (4). After the compartment (5) is heat-
ed, the separator (6) is opened and the air heated in the
compartment (5) disperses into the oven cavity (2). The
air heated in the compartment (5) is provided to pass into
the oven cavity (2) when the separator (6) is opened.
Thus, the food placed in the oven cavity (2) heats up
quickly and starts cooking at the required temperature.
Thus, there is no need to place the food in the oven cavity
(2) by opening the door (3) when the oven cavity (2)
reaches the desired temperature, the temperature of the
oven cavity (2) does not fall by mixing with the exterior
environment temperature since the door (3) is not
opened. After being placed in the oven cavity (2) at room
temperature, the food that is intended to raise is cooked
in the oven cavity (2) which at once reaches the high heat
delivered from the compartment (5) upon opening of the
separator (6).
[0024] The time the oven cavity (2) reaches the desired
temperature for foods that do not have to cook at a certain
temperature is shortened since the time the compartment
(5), having a smaller volume than the oven cavity (2),
reaches the desired temperature is short. Consequently,
the total cooking time is shortened and energy consump-
tion decreases.
[0025] In ovens (1) wherein the type and amount of
foods are detected depending on their humidity and
weight after being placed in the oven cavity (2) and a
cooking algorithm is determined accordingly, the food
has to be placed into the oven cavity (2) that is at room
temperature. While the type and amount of foods placed
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into the oven cavity (2) are detected, the compartment
(5) is heated by the heater (4) when the separator (6) is
closed. After determining the cooking algorithm and
when cooking is about to start, the separator (6) is
opened, providing the heat of the compartment (5) to
pass into the oven cavity (2).
[0026] Consequently, both type and amount of the food
is detected and also the heater (4) is operated for reach-
ing the desired temperature at the same time and saving
of time is provided.
[0027] In present invention, the oven (1) comprises a
movement mechanism (8) that provides the separator
(6) to move between the open and closed positions (Fig-
ures 3, 4 and 5). The movement mechanism (8) provides
the separator (6) to be closed when the oven (1) is to be
started. The compartment (5) is heated by the heater (4)
when the separator (6) is in the closed position. The
movement mechanism (8) provides the separator (6) to
be opened when the compartment (5) reaches the de-
sired temperature. Air flow from the compartment (5) to
the oven cavity (2) is realized while the separator (6) is
open, providing the oven cavity (2) to be heated. The
separator (6) remains open during the cooking.
[0028] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
movement mechanism (8) comprises shape memory el-
ements (not shown in the figures). The elements that
change shape when actuated by a certain temperature
and current, enable the movement mechanism (8) to ac-
tivate the separator (6). For example, an element that
elongates upon reaching a certain temperature provides
the movement mechanism (8) to be activated.
[0029] The oven (1) furthermore comprises a control
unit (7) that controls the temperature the compartment
(5) reaches, providing the separator (6) to open when
the temperature of the compartment (5) reaches a value
recorded in its memory by the producer (Figure 1). The
control unit (7) provides the separator (6) to remain
closed until the compartment (5) temperature reaches a
value that provides the oven cavity (2) temperature to
reach the cooking temperature when the separator (6) is
opened. For this, the control unit (7) has a locking mech-
anism (not shown in the figures) that provides the sepa-
rator (6) to remain closed.
[0030] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
control unit (7) provides the temperature of the compart-
ment (5) to be above the cooking temperature by an
amount predetermined by the producer and the user. The
control unit (7) provides the heater (4) to operate and the
separator (6) to remain closed until the temperature of
the compartment (5) reaches the determined value. After
the compartment (5) reaches the determined value, the
separator (6) opens and the air of the compartment (5)
disperses into the oven cavity (2). When the air heated
in the compartment (5) mixes with the air in the oven
cavity (2) that is at room temperature at the start, the
temperature of the oven cavity (2) rises to a value in be-
tween the temperature reached by the compartment (5)
and the room temperature. Since the compartment (5)

reaches a temperature above the cooking temperature,
by as much as the determined value, the oven cavity (2)
reaches the desired cooking temperature after the sep-
arator (6) is opened.
[0031] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
control unit (7) controls placement of food in the oven
cavity (2) and closing of the door (3), allowing the sepa-
rator (6) to open while there is food in the oven cavity (2)
and while the door (3) is closed. The control unit (7) can
detect whether or not food is present in the oven cavity
(2) by, for example, a weight sensor (not shown in the
figures) disposed on the base of the oven cavity (2) or
by a humidity sensor (not shown in the figures) that de-
tects the vapor rising from the food. The control unit (7)
can detect whether or not the door (3) is open, by means
of, for example, a switch (not shown in the figures) dis-
posed on the oven (1), that changes position when the
door (3) contacts thereto. Consequently, the control unit
(7) prevents the heat of the compartment (5) from escap-
ing outside by preventing the separator (6) from opening
while the door (3) is open and thereby avoids energy
consumption.
[0032] In another embodiment of the present invention,
the separator (6) is produced from shape memory mate-
rial that allows the hot air in the compartment (5) to pass
into the oven cavity (2) by changing shape when heat or
electricity is applied thereon. The separator (6) changing
shape with heat, provides insulation between the com-
partment (5) and the oven cavity (2) at room temperature,
changes shape when the compartment (5) reaches a cer-
tain temperature and allows the hot air in the compart-
ment (5) to pass into the oven cavity (2). Thus, the sep-
arator (6) changes to the open position by itself when the
desired temperature is attained without requiring the in-
tervention of the user. The separator (6) that changes
shape with electricity is in form of a plate which is provided
to expand or contract by applying electricity when desired
to be changed, for example, to the open or closed posi-
tion. The separator (6) is provided to change shape by
delivering electricity when the compartment (5) is detect-
ed to reach the determined temperature or by the inter-
vention of the user. Thus, the separator (6) opens by
itself without requiring to touch the heated separator (6).
[0033] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
oven (1) comprises the heater (4) disposed in the com-
partment (5) and a fan (10) that provides circulation of
the air heated by the heater (4) (Figure 4). When the fan
(10) and the heater (4) are operated together, the com-
partment (5) is provided to be heated more quickly by
the hot air circulated therein. The separator (6) is opened
after the compartment (5) reaches the determined tem-
perature, the fan (10) blows the accumulated hot air in
the compartment (5) towards the oven cavity (2). Con-
sequently, the oven cavity (2) reaches the desired tem-
perature in a short period of time.
[0034] In the present invention, the oven (1) comprises
two side walls (11) and the plate shaped separator (6),
one side mounted on the side wall (11) so as to be rotated
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by the movement mechanism (8), changed to a position
vertical to the side wall (11) by the movement mechanism
(8) when the compartment (5) is desired to be separated
from the oven cavity (2), and folded towards the side wall
(11) by the movement mechanism (8) when the compart-
ment (5) is desired to be opened to the oven cavity (2)
(Figure 5). When in the horizontal position, the separator
(6) extends between the side walls (11) and is in the
closed position. When desired to be changed to the open
position, the separator (6) is folded towards the side walls
(11) and changed to almost vertical position. Thus, air
communication is provided between the compartment (5)
and the oven cavity (2). In ovens (1) comprising, for ex-
ample, two separators (6), the separators (6) separate
the compartment (5) from the oven cavity (2) by overlap-
ping on one another when in the horizontal position.
[0035] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
compartment (5) is situated inside the oven cavity (2).
Thus, the heat of the compartment (5) is provided to reach
the oven cavity (2) in a short period of time without heat
loss when the separator (6) is changed to the open po-
sition. In an embodiment of the present invention, the
oven (1) comprises a button (12) that enables the sepa-
rator (6) to be opened/closed by the user (Figure 1). Thus,
the user can determine the temperature the oven cavity
(2) reaches and/or the time when the separator (6) opens.
[0036] In the oven (1) of the present invention, when
the oven cavity (2) is at room temperature, the compart-
ment (5) is heated by means of the heater (4). When the
separator (6) that separates the oven cavity (2) and the
compartment (5) from each other is changed to the open
position, the heat of the compartment (5) passes into the
oven cavity (2). Thus, the food that is placed in the oven
cavity (2) before the separator (6) is opened, starts cook-
ing with the heat coming from the compartment (5) with-
out opening the door (3) of the oven (1). Consequently,
heat loss from the door (3) is prevented and energy sav-
ing is provided. Furthermore, the oven cavity (2) is pro-
vided to reach the desired temperature in a short period
of time by means of the compartment (5) being heated
in a short time and the total cooking time becomes short-
er.

Claims

1. An oven (1) comprising an oven cavity (2) wherein
trays containing foods to be cooked are placed, a
door (3) allowing access into the oven cavity (2), two
side walls (11), at least one heater (4) and a fan (10)
that provides circulation of the air heated by the heat-
er (4),
further comprising a compartment (5) disposed in-
side the oven cavity (2) having air flow between itself
and the oven cavity (2), at least one separator (6)
that prevents air flow between the oven cavity (2)
and the compartment (5) when closed, allowing pas-
sage of air from the compartment (5) into the oven

cavity (2) when opened and a movement mechanism
(8) that provides the separator (6) to be moved be-
tween the open and closed positions, wherein the
heater (4) is disposed in said compartment (5),
characterized in that the separator (6) is a plate
shaped separator (6), one side mounted on the side
wall (11) so as to be rotated by the movement mech-
anism (8), changed to a position vertical to the side
wall (11) by the movement mechanism (8) when the
compartment (5) is desired to be separated from the
oven cavity (2), and folded towards the side wall (11)
by the movement mechanism (8) when the compart-
ment (5) is desired to be opened to the oven cavity
(2).

2. An oven (1) as in claim 1, characterized by the
movement mechanism (8) that comprises shape
memory elements.

3. An oven (1) as in anyone of the above claims, char-
acterized by a control unit (7) that controls the tem-
perature the compartment (5) reaches, providing the
separator (6) to open when the temperature of the
compartment (5) reaches a value recorded in its
memory by the producer.

4. An oven (1) as in claim 3, characterized by the con-
trol unit (7) that provides the temperature of the com-
partment (5) to be above the cooking temperature
by an amount predetermined by the producer and
the user.

5. An oven (1) as in claim 3 or 4, characterized by the
control unit (7) that provides the separator (6) to open
while there is food in the oven cavity (2) and the door
(3) is closed.

6. An oven (1) as in anyone of the above claims, char-
acterized by the separator (6) produced from shape
memory material that allows the hot air in the com-
partment (5) to pass into the oven cavity (2) by
changing shape when heat or electricity is applied
thereon.

7. An oven (1) as in anyone of the above claims, char-
acterized by a button (12) that enables the separator
(6) to be opened/closed by the user.

8. Method for operating an oven according to one of
the preceding claims, comprising the following steps:

- placing the food to be cooked into the oven
cavity (2) and closing the door (3),
- heating the compartment (5) by operating the
heater (4) while the separator (6) is closed, and
- opening the separator (6) after the compart-
ment (5) is heated and dispersing the air heated
in the compartment (5) into the oven cavity (2).
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Patentansprüche

1. Ofen (1), umfassend einen Ofenhohlraum (2), in den
Ofenbleche mit zuzubereitenden Lebensmitteln ge-
geben werden, eine Tür (3), die Zugriff auf den Ofen-
hohlraum (2) gestattet, zwei Seitenwände (11), we-
nigstens eine Heizeinrichtung (4) und ein Gebläse
(10), das die Zirkulation der von der Heizeinrichtung
(4) erwärmten Luft ermöglicht,
ferner umfassend ein Fach (5), das im Ofenhohlraum
(2) angeordnet ist und einen Luftstrom zwischen sich
selbst und dem Ofenhohlraum (2) aufweist, wenigs-
tens ein Trennelement (6), das, wenn es geschlos-
sen ist, Luftstrom zwischen dem Ofenhohlraum (2)
und dem Fach (5) verhindert, und wenn es geöffnet
ist, das Strömen von Luft aus dem Fach (5) in den
Ofenhohlraum (2) zulässt, und einen Bewegungs-
mechanismus (8), der dafür sorgt, dass das Trenn-
element (6) zwischen der offenen und der geschlos-
senen Stellung bewegt wird, wobei die Heizeinrich-
tung (4) in dem Fach (5) angeordnet ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Trennelement (6) ein plattenförmiges Trennele-
ment (6) ist, dessen eine Seite an der Seitenwand
(11) angebracht ist, derart, dass es von dem Bewe-
gungsmechanismus (8) gedreht wird, von dem Be-
wegungsmechanismus (8) in eine Stellung vertikal
zur Seitenwand (11) gebracht wird, wenn das Fach
(5) von dem Ofenhohlraum (2) getrennt werden soll,
und von dem Bewegungsmechanismus (8) zur Sei-
tenwand (11) geklappt wird, wenn das Fach (5) zum
Ofenhohlraum (2) hin geöffnet werden soll.

2. Ofen (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Bewegungsmechanismus (8) Form-
gedächtniselemente umfasst.

3. Ofen (1) nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprü-
che, gekennzeichnet durch eine Steuereinheit (7),
die die Temperatur steuert, die das Fach (5) erreicht,
und dafür sorgt, dass das Trennelement (6) sich öff-
net, wenn die Temperatur des Fachs (5) einen Wert
erreicht, den der Hersteller in ihrem Speicher aufge-
zeichnet hat.

4. Ofen (1) nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass die Steuereinheit (7) dafür sorgt, dass die
Temperatur des Fachs (5) um eine Größe, die von
dem Hersteller und dem Benutzer vorgegeben wird,
über der Zubereitungstemperatur liegt.

5. Ofen (1) nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Steuereinheit (7) dafür sorgt,
dass das Trennelement (6) offen ist, während Le-
bensmittel in dem Ofenhohlraum (2) sind und die Tür
(3) geschlossen ist.

6. Ofen (1) nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprü-

che, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Trenne-
lement (6) aus Formgedächtnismaterial hergestellt
ist, das es zulässt, das die heiße Luft in dem Fach
(5) in den Ofenhohlraum (2) tritt, indem es seine
Form ändert, wenn Wärme oder Elektrizität daran
angelegt wird.

7. Ofen (1) nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprü-
che, gekennzeichnet durch eine Taste (12), die es
dem Trennelement (6) ermöglicht, von dem Benut-
zer geöffnet/geschlossen zu werden.

8. Verfahren zum Betreiben eines Ofens nach einem
der vorangehenden Ansprüche, folgende Schritte
umfassend:

- Anordnen der zuzubereitenden Lebensmittel
in dem Ofenhohlraum (2) und Schließen der Tür
(3),
- Erwärmen des Fach (5) durch Betreiben der
Heizeinrichtung (4), während das Trennelement
(6) geschlossen ist, und
- Öffnen des Trennelements (6) nach dem Er-
wärmen des Fachs (5) und Abgeben der er-
wärmten Luft im Fach (5) in den Ofenhohlraum
(2).

Revendications

1. Un four (1) comprenant une chambre de cuisson (2)
dans laquelle des plaques contenant des aliments à
cuire sont placés, une porte (3) permettant l’accès
dans la chambre de cuisson (2), deux parois latéra-
les (11), au moins un dispositif de chauffage (4) et
un ventilateur (10) qui permet la circulation de l’air
chauffé par le dispositif de chauffage (4),
comprenant un outre un compartiment (5) qui est
disposé dans la chambre de cuisson (2) avec un
écoulement d’air entre lui-même et la chambre de
cuisson (2), au moins un séparateur (6) qui empêche
l’écoulement d’air entre la chambre de cuisson (2)
et le compartiment (5) lorsqu’il est fermé, permettant
le passage de l’air du compartiment (5) dans la
chambre de cuisson (2) lorsqu’il est ouvert, un mé-
canisme de déplacement (8) qui permet le déplace-
ment du séparateur (6) entre les positions ouverte
et fermée, où le dispositif de chauffage (4) est dis-
posé dans ledit compartiment (5),
caractérisé en ce que
le séparateur (6) est un séparateur en forme de pla-
que (6), un côté monté sur la paroi latérale (11) de
manière à être tourné par le mécanisme de dépla-
cement (8), passé à une position verticale à la paroi
latérale (11) par le mécanisme de déplacement (8)
lorsque l’on désire séparer le compartiment (5) de
la chambre de cuisson (2), et plié vers la paroi laté-
rale (11) par le mécanisme de déplacement (8) lors-
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que l’on désire ouvrir le compartiment (5) dans la
chambre de cuisson (2).

2. Un four (1) selon la Revendication 1, caractérisé
par le mécanisme de déplacement (8) qui comprend
des éléments à mémoire de forme.

3. Un four (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, caractérisé par une unité de
commande (7) qui commande la température du
compartiment (5), permettant l’ouverture du sépara-
teur (6) lorsque la température du compartiment (5)
atteint une valeur enregistrée dans sa mémoire par
le fabricant.

4. Un four (1) selon la Revendication 3, caractérisé
par l’unité de commande (7) qui assure que la tem-
pérature du compartiment (5) est au-dessus de la
température de cuisson par une quantité prédéter-
minée par le fabricant et l’utilisateur.

5. Un four (1) selon la Revendication 3 ou 4, caracté-
risé par l’unité de commande (7) qui permet la ouver-
ture du séparateur (6) lorsqu’il y a d’aliments dans
la chambre de cuisson (2) et la porte (3) est fermée.

6. Un four (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, caractérisé par le séparateur (6)
produit en matériau à mémoire de forme qui permet
le passage de l’air chaud à l’intérieur du comparti-
ment (5) dans la chambre de cuisson (2) en chan-
geant de forme lorsque la chaleur ou l’électricité est
appliquée sur celui-là.

7. Un four (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, caractérisé par un bouton (12)
qui permet l’ouverture/la fermeture du séparateur (6)
par l’utilisateur.

8. Un procédé de fonctionnement d’un four selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, com-
prenant les étapes suivantes:

- placer les aliments à cuire dans la chambre de
cuisson (2) et fermer la porte (3),
- chauffer le compartiment (5) en faisant fonc-
tionner le dispositif de chauffage (4) lorsque le
séparateur (6) est fermé, et
- ouvrir le séparateur (6) après que le compar-
timent (5) est chauffé et disperser l’air chauffé
dans le compartiment (5) dans la chambre de
cuisson (2).
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